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and aggressive caller?
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Section- I
Q.l '1
Write the short answer of the following questions. (10x2):29

l. What are the best ways to put callers on hold?

2. Wrtie down the phrase for Placing the call on

hold?

3. Write down the process of dealing with rude

when putting callers on hold?

5. Write down the phrase while booking a

reservation at restaurant?

6. Write down the phrase while post pone the

appointment?

7. Write down the phrase while confirming the

appointment?

8. Write down the phrase while air travel

booking?

9. Write down the phrase while booking room at

hotel?

10. Write down the phrase while taking a

message from caller?
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Q.l Attempt any two (2) questions in detail.

1. Write down the process of making an

appointment of visitor with your Manager in

office.

2.List four things you should avoid doing while

talking on the telephone?

3. if you have dialled wrong number how will
you apologize. Write in detail?
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Attempt Both Question.

Practical No 1: (20)

Your office Director has official Meeting in Islamaabad. Set the Front Office and Play a role as

office assistant for room bookins in hotel for vour office Director in Islamabad.
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Practical No 2: (20)

Your office is conducting a seminar in an hotel. Set the Front Office and play a role as office

assistant and Book a Hall in renowned hotel with your desired requirement for 30 participants and

confirm booking.
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Note two students wil perform this task and act like doing communication on telephonic line.

Student A will perform as Office Assistant

Student B will perform as perform as Hotel Manager.


